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Timeline of key Maria/Catalyst decisions

Early contact and early test flights on black 
TwinStar. Maria tells Conrad that he does 
not need to buy aviation insurance, because 
Catalyst will cover his equipment under “part 
135”. This discussion may have happened in 
December 2012. •

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2013

Exclusivity + exit meeting. Conrad does 
heavy consulting and early software 
ideation from this point onward.

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2015

Maria changes her mind a month later! Maria 
says Conrad must simply trust her and Conrad 
has trust issues and will have marriage prob-
lems!  Conrad is not sure if Maria controls her 
company, Conrad must mitigate the situation 
through independent activity, considers legal 
options again.

Maria wants Conrad to consult with 
a consultant named Alonzo. Maria 
affirms to Conrad that she has no 
interest in having photography in 
house. Maria says Conrad will receive 
compensation related to software 
licenses.

Maria is angry when she learns Conrad did inde-
pendent activity. Conrad explains his independent 
activity and explains that he felt Maria had not kept 
her promises to put exclusivity on paper. Just like 
March 2013 and Jan 15, Maria promises exclusivity 
in writing again, with a suggestion that Conrad 
receiving 10% equity in business “exit” with Catalyst 
by bundling his company with Catalyst.

In recorded meeting in NJ, Maria 
affirms exclusivity, says Gerard was 
“fixing” her “serious mistakes” in sum-
mer 2014 meeting. Maria promises 
exclusivity in writing. Conrad starts 
consuling for Catalyst again.

•• •
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2014

Maria says Conrad misun-
derstood her, and there is 
“no bundling/exit”.

Angry “no exclusivity” 
meeting with Gerard in 
charge. Conrad requests 
whatever signed docu-
ments. Gerard refuses.

Certified mail to Catalyst and 
attorney asking for all signed 
documents. 

Maria makes heartfelt apology in 10+ minute phone call, 
she wants another chance. Conrad is optimistic but wants 
to be cautious and deal with the Gerard/Maria dynamic. 
Conrad decides to record meetings with Maria.

Gerard makes legal threats 
re: price dispute.

Maria admits underbidding 
a contract in an email, later 
puts pressure on Conrad for 
reduced fees

• ••

• •
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2016

Helicopter crash. Conrad learns after the 
fact that Catalyst hired another helicopter 
and failed to transfer the promised insur-
ance to that specific helicopter. Conrad loses 
around $23k of equipment. Conrad goes 
shopping to replace equipment to ensure 
contract can continue.

Gerard angry that Conrad did independent activ-
ity. Catalyst expects Conrad to follow the NDA 
document that Catalyst is not providing. Gerard 
threatens to call Homeland Security and have 
Conrad’s green card taken away.

Omadatech.net site 
is launched, seems to 
have Conrad’s software 
on it or a derivative •• •

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2017

Final meeting. Gerard does not care 
about the past. Maria says she thought 
Conrad was covered for insurance. 
Maria claims software inventorship, 
and says that Conrad did not make the 
software. Maria denies promises and 
says the relationship was just a regular 
or traditional relationship. Conrad sees Catalyst and Jordan 

are working together near Conrad’s 
neighborhood, in violation of Jordan’s 
work agreement.• ••

Maria emails a unsigned PDF 
letter from Sander Friedman. 
It refers to a November 2013 
document. It is the first reply 
to Conrad’s July 2 2014 letter 
sent to Friedman, nearly three 
years after.

Just Maria/Catalyst decisions, continued

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2018

Conrad finds Flickr photo dated to summer 2018 
with Jordan and the Catalyst pilot Rob flying.•

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec2019

TV news coverage clip on Facebook shows Catalyst 
working in Baltimore. Jordan is in the helicopter.

Dylan repeats the statement that the 
software belongs to Conrad and Dylan is 
not interested in any rights. ••


